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OVG (ORANGE, VIOLET, 
GREEN)

Achieve a wide on press colour 
gamut and highly acurate spot 
colour emulations.

SILVER

Metalize the colour gamut and gain 
digital flexibility and the ability to 
deliver high-value applications, 
while saving on media costs.

FLUORESCENT YELLOW, 
GREEN, ORANGE AND PINK

Produce radiant, eye-catching 
colours that brighten up the colour 
gamut and glow in the dark under 
UV light.

SPOT INK

Mix and print spot colours with 
the widest off-press colour gamut, 
for accurate brand colours and 
maximum consistency.

TRANSPARENT

Create original, decorative prints 
by adding a delicate spot digital 
marketing and enabling raised and 
textured effects.

PREMIUM WHITE

Deliver bright white and an opaque 
white backing for enhanced colours 
on coloured, metalized, kraft and 
clear substrates. Produce the widest 
range of  opacities and improve your 
efficiency with fewer hits of  white 
ink.

WHITE

Create new highlights on a variety of  
coloured, metalic, and transparent 
media.

DIGITAL MATTE

Create eye-catching contrast and a 
textured look with a matte effect on 
gloss substrates.  

LABELS AND 
PACKAGING PRESSES

FADE RESISTANT YELLOW, 
MAGENTA AND ORANGE
 
Offer full CMYK OVG fade resistance 
for outdoor application with an ink 
set reaching blue wool scale 6-7, 
with violet for packaging.

WHITE/STANDARD WHITE

Create a white backing layer on a 
variety of  coloured, metalized and 
transparent media.

PREMIUM WHITE

Gain high performace and increase 
productivity by printing white with 
the widest range of  opacity levels.



FINISHING OPTIONS

GLOW IN THE DARK

Achieve an impressive and fun finish 
with this varnish option, this can be 
applied as a flood or spot.

TACTILE VARNISH

Bring an attention grabbing element 
to your print with a tactile varnish, 
perfect for warning symbols and 
other spot details. This is also a 
great way to include brail on your 
print.

FLUORESCENT YELLOW, 
GREEN, ORANGE AND PINK

Produce radiant, eye-catching 
colours that brighten up the colour 
gamut and glow in the dark under 
UV light.

SCENTED VARNISH

Add a fun and nostaligic element 
to your print with this varnish, 
available in many scents e.g Cola, 
Banana, Popcorn etc. A great way to 
elevate stickers.

WINDOW

Apply your marketing and 
advertisement to more surfaces 
with our window sticker options. 
Available in double sided.

PEEL & REVEAL

Deliver more content and detail 
with our peel and reveal options. 
We offer 2ply and 3ply options on 
several materials with the choice 
to mix. This works very well with a 
tactile varnish, for example a vape 
label requires a warning triangle.

HOT FOILING

Create incredible detail and eye 
catching design to your labels with 
this foiling effect. Available in a full 
spectrum of  colours.

SEQUENTIAL
 
Offer full range of  numbered and 
limited edition pieces with out 
sequetial printing.

EASY RELEASE
(SCRATCH OFF)

Reach endless design possibilities 
with a full digital graphic scratch 
and reveal solution.




